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Greetings!

Enjoy this month's newsletter! Be sure to check out our Club Zoom
travel offers and promotions.
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Sydney Opera House Continues to be a Zoom Favorite!
On Zoom Vacations' trip to Australia,
March 1-9, 2012, which falls over
Sydney Mardi Gras, there are
incredible things to see, including
Ayers Rock and the Great Barrier
Reef, one of the Seven Natural
Wonders of the World. However, one
thing that always delights us is how
much our travelers love our back
stage tour of the Sydney Opera
House.

Of the more than 1,600 performances every year at the Sydney
Opera House, only a few are actually opera. Despite its name, the
Opera House is actually a combination of seven different venues
(only 1 venue being specifically for opera) with some of the most
amazing designs and acoustics in the world.

But most importantly, it symbolizes a world-class city and is the most
salient image of Australia for much of the world. Such A-List status
makes it perfect for even those on the "D-List": last month Kathy
Griffin performed two sold-out shows at the Sydney Opera House. In
2007 when UNESCO declared it a World Heritage Site, its official
report declared it "an indisputable masterpiece of human creativity."

Travelers on our upcoming 2012 Sydney Mardi Gras will enjoy a
customized tour of the breathtaking grounds and sights of the
Sydney Opera House. There are still a few spots available; contact us
for more information.

Read about our trip to Australia

Featured
Traveler: Chase,

from Chicago

This month,
Cheaplubes.com joined
our list of Club Zoom
providers, and so it
seemed the perfect time
to feature one of our
favorite travelers, who
happens to be one of the
owners of
cheaplubes.com. Chase
mentions in his interview
below that he is shy in
real life but you would
never guess it if you saw
him on a Zoom trip. We
have to agree. On our
trips, Chase is outgoing,
charismatic, charming,
and hilarious, but our
favorite thing about him
is the effort he makes to
get to know his fellow
travelers.

Zoom: Chase, you've
been on the Zoom Costa
Rica and Rio Carnival
trips, and now you're a
partner of Club Zoom
with your company
CheapLubes.com. What
has made you such a fan
of Zoom Vacations?
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Zoom Argentina Photos
Tango shows, waterfalls, and festive
participants at Buenos Aires Gay
Pride are among the highlights of our
photos from last month's Zoom
Argentina trip. Many have already
been uploaded to our Facebook, but
for all of our trip photos, check it out
on Flickr!

See the photos

Travel Tips with Marionetta Fuego and Bryan Herb
This month check out our new travel
tip video with drag puppet sensation,
Marionetta Fuego, having fun with
Bryan Herb on the topic of getting
the most of your time while in the
air.

As usual, Marionetta offers some
simple suggestions on how to make
your time in the air as enjoyable as
possible.

Watch the video

Glide into the holidays
In need of stocking stuffers?
Club Zoom is glad to
welcome as a new partner
CheapLubes.com, which can
help you for all your stocking
and stuffing needs. All
subscribers of Club Zoom and
of this newsletter can use
code ZOOM10 at checkout for
10% off their already low
prices.

So quit paying the high retail prices at your local drugstore and head
online for their fast and discrete shipping and inventory of every type
of lube known to man (and woman). The folks at CheapLubes.com
include several fellow Zoomers, so support your Zoom compatriots
by getting lubed up for cheap!

Club Zoom is embarking upon an expansion program by adding more
businesses that are relevant and fun for our travelers, both while out
exploring the world and while at home. If you know of any gay-
owned/gay-friendly businesses that appeal to a nation-wide (or
worldwide) clientele such as Zoom's, please contact us.

Sassy Gay Traveler, by Daniel Lieser
Our newest member of the Zoom family, Daniel, just got back from a
Central American travel expo in Panama City, Panama. There he
researched new options for even further developing our Guatemala

Chase: Zoom Vacations
makes everything
incredible easy for me. I
travel a lot for business
and personal travel but
when I really need a
vacation where I can lay
back and relax and leave
everything in someone
else's hands I trust
Zoom to get it done.
They have already
selected and vetted the
best resorts, hotels and
adventures for each
location. I know that
everything will be taken
care of and I will not
have to worry about
anything except getting
Ken on the airplane to
go. Once there I can kick
back and enjoy while I
let the weight of the
world melt away at some
exotic tropical resort.

Zoom: What was your
primary concern about
going to Carnival before
you booked your trip?

Chase: My biggest
concern about going to
Carnival was going away
on a trip to a foreign
country where I didn't
speak the language, to
one of the largest
parties in the world with
a bunch of strangers and
with these fellows who a
friend had recommended
I go with. Was this a
drunken disaster waiting
to happen? I was a ball
of nerves when we
headed out. To my relief
I did not need to worry
at all. Our days were full
of exciting adventures,
be it flying around
Sugarloaf in a helicopter
or snorkeling in Paraty.
It was not only the fun
and excitement of
Carnival but I learned a
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and Costa Rica trips, as well as
looked into options for possibly
adding new trips and destinations.

He also did a post tour in Guatemala,
so he could see first-hand the
amazing sites we experience on our
Zoom Guatemala Trip. His favorite
part was going to Tikal super early
because of his flight, but being the
only person at the site, surrounded

by the pyramids and ruins and complete early morning silence. Here
are some of his experiences, as well as the experiences of his alter-
ego, the Sassy Gay Traveler.

Sassy Gay Traveler: The Panama Canal is a large gaping man-
made hole through which hundreds of Latino seamen come in and
out of each day. Sure, I can relate.

Daniel: Interesting fact about the Panama Canal: Large ships pay up
to $400,000 just to use it. They are expanding the Panama Canal to
twice its size; it will be completed by next year and will allow up to
48 ships a day to go through, as opposed to just 24 ships a day
presently.

Sassy Gay Traveler: Interesting fact about the Panama Canal:
Panamanians won't shut up about it. I don't care how my imported
goods arrive at my store, as long as they have my size and color in
everything. Although if you're within a few miles of the canal, the
stores have super low prices, like $7.50 for a bottle of Stoli vodka.
So that's not bad.

Daniel: Pyramids of Tikal: I climbed to the top and witnessed the
sunrise over Templo I, a breathtaking site. As the sun came up, the
howler monkeys came to life throughout the jungle. While we
couldn't see them, we could sure hear them and understand how
they got their name. It seemed like a sound out of a horror film, but
they're apparently not interested in humans.

Sassy Gay Traveler: Pyramids of Tikal: Not even at the top of the
pyramids did I get decent cell phone service. I have important
Facebook updates to take care of, not to mention Grindr messages,
and this jungle-quality cell-phone service is not helping.

Read on...

Zooming with Joel
You ask the question, he'll provide the answer!

Our Chief Travel Officer, Joel Cabrera, gets a number of travel-related
questions every week. Email your travel question to Joel

Question:

Isaac from Las Vegas writes,

How do you guys decide on new destinations for trips? I see that you
go to China and India; are you going to be adding any new trips to

lot about Brazilian
cultural and history, not
just what to drink and
where the boys are.

Zoom: Costa Rica and
Rio de Janeiro are very
different destinations.
Did the trips share
anything in common?

Chase: Besides both
being tropical paradises,
the destinations were
very different. The party
atmosphere of Rio was a
big contrast to the laid
back atmosphere of
Costa Rica. Rio was all
about the nightlife,
Carnival, spontaneous
street parades, etc.
Costa Rica was more of
a laid back vacation.

Zoom: What did you
feel was the most
customized aspect of
your experience with
Zoom?

Chase: With Zoom it is
nice to be able to select
from a variety of group
activities. With some
travel companies your
expected to go on all the
group outings. Although
everything sounds so
exciting especially in Rio
it was nice to be able to
sleep in late on a couple
of days and to venture
out on my own to see
what I wanted to. The
Paraty add on was
definitely worth the
extra days and provided
a relaxing way to end
our exciting trip.

Zoom: How was the
connection and
camaraderie with the
other Zoom travelers?

Chase: I tend to be a bit
shy around new people.

http://www.zoomvacations.com/sassygayblog.htm
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Asia?

Answer:

Dear Isaac,

We are excited to be adding new
destinations to our itinerary within the next
few months. Bryan is actually traveling to
Vietnam, Hong Kong, and Cambodia this
month to check out new possibilities there,
and Daniel from our office just toured
Panama in October. You can check out his
blog of this trip plus past trips on Zoom's blog: zoom
vacations.blogspot.com

Even more important than our research trips is feedback from you!
That's why later this month we will have a survey for all Zoom
newsletter subscribers and past Zoom travelers, to help select which
new destinations we should offer first. Stay tuned for details.

Join us on Facebook!
Zoom Vacations on Facebook

Zoom Vacations' Facebook
community is growing! Check back
often to see destination travel videos
and photos. You'll also learn a travel
tip or two, and have the opportunity
to interact with others in our Zoom
Community.

Who will you meet? Well, you know,
the kind of people who desire
meaningful vacations in comfortable
settings where you can truly be yourself, and enjoy incredible once-
in-a-lifetime experiences that would be difficult, impractical or
impossible to do on your own.

Club Zoom
If you are new to Club Zoom,
here's the scoop. You will receive
discounts and special offers on
many of your favorite hotels,
retail outlets, and services
around the country! And the best
part is, it's free! It is simply our
way of saying, "thank you" for
being a part of Zoom Vacations.

Simply click on the link below to get the codes necessary to redeem
these offers.

RETAILERS

Cheaplubes.com
Allen Brothers (fine steaks)
Universal Gear (men's fashions)

However I don't think
many people would
realize that from my
Zoom Vacations. The
atmosphere is so laid
back and relaxed that it
is easy to open up and
be friendly with
everyone. The first night
there is usually some
sort of meet and greet
and it sets the tone for
the entire trip. On the
special excursions we
experience the fun
together and it binds us
together as a group long
after the trip is over. I
still get together with
some of the Zoom
travelers every chance I
get.

Zoom: What were your
most memorable
moments from each
trip?

Chase: That is such a
hard question. How do
you pick out moments
from a trip when every
moment was incredible?
The Carnival Parade,
Flying around the Christ
Statue and Sugarloaf in
a helicopter, cocktails on
the beach as the sun
sets in Rio, a torrid
romance on the beach,
cooking with the chef in
her home in Paraty, or
zip-lining through the
canopy in Costa Rica.
They are really are not
just memorable
moments but
memorable trips of a
lifetime.

Zoom: In our Zoom
Guides and our packing
tips, we mention that
when traveling to other
countries your preferred
sexual health items,
including lube, can be

http://www.zoomvacations.blogspot.com/
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Zoom-Vacations/85576707776


David Barton Gym, in NYC, Miami, and Chicago!
NYC Restaurant: Paris Commune

HOTELS

Bali: The Saint Regis
Chicago: The Amalfi Hotel
Chicago: The Homewood Suites
Chicago: The Hotel Allegro Chicago
Chicago: Avenue Hotel Chicago
Dallas: The Melrose
LA: The Grafton on Sunset
LA: The Marina del Rey Hotel
Mendocino: Stevenswood Spa Resort
NYC: The Standard Hotel
Portland, OR: The Jupiter Hotel
San Francisco: The Hotel Monaco and the Serrano
South Beach: The Raleigh

Visit our Club Zoom Page

Follow Zoom Vacations on Twitter
Zoom Vacations is increasing its
presence on Twitter, giving quick,
relevant travel tidbits to our
followers, such as the latest trends,
tips, and hotspots.

Follow Zoom Vacations on Twitter if
you want to learn new things, be
introduced to people, get access to
information that you may not find on
your own, participate in experiences
that you find valuable, but might not
make time for unless prompted.

As always, thank you for being part of the Zoom Vacations
community!

Follow us on Twitter now.

hard to find. What's your
take on this?

Chase: Even though
many US manufactures
have an international
reach I have found that
like in the US not every
store may carry your
preferred brand. Also
some countries have
certain restrictions on
importing foreign items
of a sexual nature. The
local bodega probably
will not have a large
selection of lubes that
you are accustomed to
and in some extreme
cases, items that carry a
brand name may just be
a cheap knock off. I
have found that it is best
practice to always take
your own sexual health
items along. With over
55 brands of lube in
sizes from .25 oz pocket
tubes to 1 Gallon jugs
and an array of other
sexual health related
items CheapLubes.com
is an ideal resource to
draw upon. And if by
chance your out of the
country for an extended
time. CheapLubes.com
ships worldwide.
Remember to mention
code Zoom10 to get 10
percent off your order!

Read about our next trip
to Rio for Carnival

Quick Links...
Reserve Today

Check out our awards
and press archive

Contact us

Planning a celebration in
another country? Click
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here to see how we can
help

Testimonials

Tours at a glance

Zoom Vacations is
Winner of the 2010
TripOut Gay Travel

Award for Best LGBT
Tour Operator!

A proud member
of

Join our mailing list!
Join

email: bryan@zoomvacations.com
phone: 773.772.ZOOM (9666)
web: http://www.zoomvacations.com/
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